PART NUMBER CODING

Pb
RoHS COMPLIANT

03-20, 0.20mm MAX.
21-30, 0.30mm MAX.
31-40, 0.40mm MAX.

A±.008 [0.20]
B±.014 [0.35]

.079±.002 2.00±0.05
.020±.002 0.50±0.05

NOTES:
1. INSULATOR MATERIAL: SEE PART NUMBER CODING.
2. CONTACT MATERIAL: PHOSPHOR BRONZE.
3. CONTACT PLATING: .000030"-.000050" MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE, GOLD FLASH OVERALL.
4. CURRENT RATING: 2 AMPS.
5. INSULATOR RESISTANCE: 5000 MEGOHMS MIN.
6. CONTACT RESISTANCE: 20 MILLIOHMS MAX.
7. DIELECTRIC WITHSTANDING: AC 500V.
8. OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -40° C TO +105° C.
9. PROCESSING TEMP.: WAVE/MANUAL SOLDERING ONLY.
10. MATES WITH SULLINS .079 [2.00] CONTACT CENTER MALE HEADER SERIES. (.020 [0.50] SQUARE POSTS)

RECOMMENDED PCB LAYOUT